We knew that we could achieve great benefits in using SAP Fiori to modernize our enterprise portal.

GERALD STAPPEN, IT-MANAGER, OGE
RESULTS:
Transporting Efficient Value from SAP Enterprise

The new desktop portal went live in January 2017 after a development time of less than 5 months and included ties to more than 200 SAP and non-SAP apps. “Users appreciate the new modern interface and tell us that the apps are now easier to understand and use, which helps them do better and faster work,” said Stappen.

And in addition to a project-planning app that went live in March to help project leaders manage resource utilization and costs for internal company initiatives, thirteen more apps have gone live this year.

The team will make use of apps from the Neptune library as it builds additional capabilities, including leave requests and other human resource tasks, which will launch later this summer.

Developers are also working to add more content to the existing apps, including conference room booking and project manager cockpit and extend the portal to Android, IOS and Windows mobile devices at the end of the summer.

“Neptune is much easier to learn and use than other development tools, making it simple for our ABAP developers to gain much-needed modern skills, including mobile. Training new developers (ABAPers and non-ABAPers alike) is also easy, since they can get started immediately with Neptune instead of having to deep dive into ABAP,” Stappen added.

The tight integration with ABAP source code means Open Grid Europe can build on core backend capabilities easily and will continue to roll new modern and mobile functionalities one user group at a time.

Now we can take advantage of new technology in an efficient way.

“Now we can take advantage of new technology in an efficient way, which we expect will lead to better total cost of ownership. And since the Neptune solution is SAP-certified for integration with SAP HANA, moving to S4 HANA in the future will also be easier possible.”

CUSTOMER INDUSTRY | Oil & Gas
---|---
GEOGRAPHIC REACH | Germany
FUNCTIONALITY SCOPE | Mobile & Desktop
NUMBER OF USERS | 1,650
SAP VERSION | SRM, CRM, BW
IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE | Less than five months for the first deployment

About Neptune Software
Neptune Software brings you a cost-efficient way to make the most of your SAP investment…and gain a competitive edge. To learn more about how you can take advantage of our powerful and rapid development platform to bring secure, user-friendly SAP application strategies to life quickly and cost effectively, visit our website at: www.neptune-software.com